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Idea
The project involves the creation of a series of small and medium-scale urban interventions within the Vlali
market. These interventions aim at reviving-recalling some daily activities, habits and qualities of urban life
that have, in the modern period, disappeared. Through the dialectic between the elements of the past and the



spaces of the present, an attempt is made to dissolve the distance between them and to transcriminate them
into the present, with the public being called upon to revive the experience of these spaces in order to draw
certain conclusions about their function and their different treatment within the framework of the modern
city.

Kapani
The choice of the Vlali market for the placement of interventions is strongly related to the importance of its
role as an urban semi-open-air market, both in the public space and in the urban everyday life itself. Its old
market style, with the bazaars, the voices, the stalls, the attraction of customers, the product tasting, give it
an intense cult character enriching its atmosphere with intensity, something that enhances the experience of
visitors activating the need for wandering, exploration, creation of fantastic scenarios and images.

Narrative wandering paths
All the interventions are presented to the audience through a narrative journey containing them. Each
intervention is associated with a character and an episode. The incidents are urban, unexpected conflicts and
encounters of people, places and objects, within the boundaries of the market. Each episode is associated with
an activity, an object, a process of the past that is rewritten into the present. The purpose of the narration is,
through its plot, to challenge the reader to visit the market and follow the path it indicates, following it
faithfully or transforming it according to his own desires, in order to introduce him/her experientially to the
narrative.

The aim is, through these narrative exploration paths, architectural qualities of the past (which due to their
decay are not so obvious and are usually neglected) to be combined with objects and activities, creating a
reinterpretation of older fragments through their modern approach.

 







Central Square:
…rawness turns into calmness ; From the bench that sells olives plays techno.

episode 1: The café, in the center of the square, gathers in the afternoons all the merchants of the market.
THE FISHMAN always chooses to drink Greek coffee, accompanied by turkish delights with rose flavor. The
sound of the dice alternates with that of the checkers, which are making loud in the wooden dashboard.

VLALI STREET -on a marble road sign.

Spandoni:
an old man with a PAOK mask passes slowly next to two Africans fighting in French. 

BEANS OF PRESPA PRODUCTION – THREE EXCLAMATION POINTS
episode 2: When it starts to get dark, the shadow theater wakes up. The scene with colorful lights and wooden
stools fills the pedestrian street of Spandoni. THE CHILD chooses and sits on the highest stool, shaking his
legs back and forth impatiently. 

-Nionio how come from here?
-Hello Karagiozis

Spandoni and Solomou:
The lady who owns the bookstore hardly lifts the roll which makes an acute creepy sound.












